We consider the ultimate limits of program-specific garbage collector performance for real programs. We first characterize the GC schedule optimization problem using Markov Decision Processes (MDPs). Based on this characterization, we develop a method of determining, for a given program run and heap size, an optimal schedule of collections for a non-generational collector. We further explore the limits of performance of a generational collector, where it is not feasible to search the space of schedules to prove optimality. Still, we show significant improvements with Least Squares Policy Iteration, a reinforcement learning technique for solving MDPs. We demonstrate that there is considerable promise to reduce garbage collection costs by developing programspecific collection policies.
Introduction
Garbage collection (GC) , that is, automatic storage reclamation, has been a feature of some programming languages from the early days of high-level languages, and now it is expected for many major languages (and intentionally avoided by others). While GC technology has advanced greatly, reaching a stage of maturity where its overheads are acceptable for casual, and some heavy production use, and even in realtime systems, we know little about the limits of its possible performance. There are a few worst-case bounds on explicit allocation and freeing schemes [Robson, 1971 [Robson, , 1974 [Robson, , 1980 for compacting GC [Bendersky and Petrank, 2012] , and for reference counting GC [Boehm, 2004] . These bounds assume that one first fixes a storage management algorithm, and then presents it with a program whose allocation behavior the algorithm must carry out. Such bounds are proved by considering an adversarial program.
In practice, however, we are generally concerned with how a storage management algorithm performs when presented with a particular program: the program we wish to run now. We can measure the performance of various GC algorithms on this program, but we have no idea how good they are in an absolute sense. Put another way, to date there are no published results on the lowest possible GC cost achievable for particular programs under particular circumstances. 1 We seek here to fill this gap by developing and evaluating methodology for assessing the limits of program-specific garbage collection performance.
What we present here is a limit study. Our goal is to determine the best possible GC performance (here measured in terms of bytes traced or copied). To accomplish this goal, we present methods for optimizing over the space of all possible sequences of decisions of when to collect that are consistent with not overflowing a given heap size. We refer to an optimal sequence of collection points as an optimal GC schedule.
When considering optimality of GC, we find it helpful to distinguish between an optimal schedule and an optimal policy. An optimal GC schedule is a GC schedule of lowest cost in a specific situation, e.g., for a specific heap size. Note that optimality of a GC schedule is defined with respect to a specific execution, i.e., a trace of a particular program executing in a particular situation. For a deterministic program and language implementation, an execution may be defined by the combination of a program and its input / environment. A schedule says nothing about how that schedule is obtained.
A GC policy, in contrast to a schedule, uses some information about the state of execution of the program, often some current and recent allocation and collection statistics, to determine when to collect. An optimal GC policy (for a particular execution) is one that leads to an optimal schedule. Note that a policy, as used here, is situation-specific. It need not perform well or even be applicable in other situations. In our larger research plan, we are interested in programspecific, but situation-general, policies, but here the focus is on the ultimate limits of performance, which can be characterized in terms of minimum cost schedules. These limits give a yardstick for measuring how well more general policies perform.
To develop optimal GC schedules, we work from traces of allocation and heap behavior acquired using the Elephant Tracks (ET) tool [Ricci et al., 2011 [Ricci et al., , 2013 . We consider first the simplest case: non-generational (NG) GC with a fixed heap size. Since a given schedule is optimal only for a specific trace and heap size, we compute optimal schedules for a variety of heap sizes. In principle we could explore schedules that allow collection at any point in the trace, i.e., just before any allocation. For practicality, and to mirror more typical storage management behavior, we limit the points we consider to ones spaced about 256KB 2 apart, i.e., we assume a block-oriented scheme with a block size of 256KB. 3 We show that NG GC can be modeled as a first-order Markov Decision Process (MDP), and then show that given the information available from an ET trace after some simple post processing, we can exactly solve the MDP using dynamic programming, yielding the absolute minimum cost schedule.
The baseline against which we compare is simple: the schedule produced by collecting only when the heap is full, i.e., when the next block of allocation will not fit. We call that the default policy. In all cases we use as our measure of cost the number of bytes remaining after collection, with one caveat: large objects that contain only bytes (no pointer fields/elements) incur no cost to retain. (This is typical of modern systems, which segregate large objects and avoid any significant work on them if they contain no pointers.) Here "large" means consuming at least one 256KB block.
At this point we should mention that, because we use ET, which offers fine-grained analysis of when objects "die" (become unreachable), and ET is Java-specific, our results pertain to Java programs. Specifically, we use traces from programs in the DaCapo benchmark suite [Blackburn et al., , 2008 , a suite designed to reveal various interesting storage use and GC behaviors.
After presenting results on NG GC, we turn to generational (Gen) GC. We use the same traces from Java programs.
However, we use some novel trace post-processing techniques that allow us to group objects into what we call cohorts. All objects in a given cohort have the same behavior with respect to Gen GC, which allows us to simulate a schedule without having to simulate the behavior of individual objects in the heap. As with NG GC, we used a size for old space, and to that we add a fixed young space size. Even with these constraints, the space of possible schedules is extremely large. We characterize Gen GC as an MDP and show that it in fact has variable Markov order, making the resulting MDP extremely difficult to solve exactly. We introduce an approximate solution approach based on Least Squares Policy Iteration (LSPI), a reinforcement learning technique for solving MDPs. The LSPI results for Gen GC are not provably optimal due to the approximation we introduce, so we refer to these resulting schedules as optimized. We still expect the cost of these optimized schedules to serve as a useful benchmark for methods that learn general policies in the generational setting.
In summary, this limit study provides insights about several facets of GC design. First, it can tell us whether GC is essentially a solved problem in practice or whether further performance gains may be possible. Second, if we have a mechanism that gives some improvement, it can tell us how much of the potential improvement the mechanism is achieving. Third, it may be that improvement is possible for some programs and not others, so a limit study of a particular program can guide whether developing a program-specific GC mechanism might be worthwhile. The techniques we propose can guide future effort to decrease GC cost, and may offer deeper insight into the nature and difficulty of the GC problem.
MDP Models of Garbage Collection
We now present Markov Decision Process (MDP) [Bellman, 1957; Puterman, 2014] formulations of both NG and Gen GC. We consider models with three primary components: a program P, a heap H, and a controller C. We assume that the model evolves in discrete time where the state variable t represents the current time step. On each time step, the program P does one of three things: (1) it allocates an object; (2) it causes an object to die; (3) it terminates. If P causes an object to die, it notifies H, and H adjusts its state (not visible to C). If P terminates, the MDP stops. If P allocates an object, the allocation request goes to C. C optionally performs a garbage collection, notifying H to update its state, and then forwards the allocation request to H. C may maintain state and some parts of H's state may also be visible to C.
In this section, we begin by describing the the mathematical structure of an MDP. We then describe the state variables and dynamics of NG and Gen collection in terms of P, C, and H. Finally, we provide an MDP formulation of NG and Gen collection.
Markov Decision Processes
A first-order deterministic, non-discounted Markov Decision Process (MDP) is defined by a tuple: (S , A , C , T ) [Bellman, 1957; Puterman, 2014] . Here, S is a finite set of states, A is a finite set of actions, C : S × A → R is a cost function that maps state-action pairs to real-valued costs, and T : S × A → S is a transition operator that maps stateaction pairs into new states. A higher-order MDP allows the cost function and the transition operator to depend on not only the current state and action but also a history consisting of one or more past states and actions.
Modeling Non-generational Collection
From the point of view of the GC system, a running program can be described by a sequence of allocation requests from the Program P for objects, one per time point t. 4 An object o t is defined as a tuple (b, d, s) where b represents the time the object is born, d represents the time the object dies, and s represents the size of the object in bytes. We let Ω be the set of objects that are allocated during a program run. If we number the objects in the order in which they are allocated,
In the NG case, the heap itself can be described by a tuple of three state variables (L t , D t , F t ) at each time step t, as well as a static state variable S. L t represents the total size of live objects in the heap, D t represents the total size of dead objects in the heap, F t represents the total amount of free space in the heap, and S represents the size of the heap. The heap maintains the invariant that S = L t + D t + F t at all times t. (We consider only fixed size heaps in this study; varying-size heaps will almost certain lead to higher order MDPs.)
The controller implements a GC policy π. This policy is a function that maps the visible state of the rest of the system into the choice of an action a. The set of possible actions A is a property of the controller, C. In NG collection, the possible actions are collect and no-collect. However, some actions may not be available at a given time step t. The set of available actions is denoted by A t ⊆ A . For example, the choice not to collect on a given time step t is not valid if o t .s (the size of the object to be allocated at time step t) is larger than the remaining free heap space F t . The visible state of the system at time t is denoted V t . The policy π has access only to V t , not the entire state. The contents of V t depend on the specific controller, but may contain the current time step t, the current amount of free space in the heap F t , the allocated space A t (defined as L t + D t ), and a feature vector X t containing additional information about the state of the system obtained from suitably instrumenting the running program. (Not both of A t and F t are strictly necessary, but we find having both to be convenient.) In this study we take X t as being empty. Thus, π maps visible state to legal actions: π(V t ) → A t . We observe that since we include t in V t and π is defined in the context of a single program execution, π can be structured as a lookup table base solely on t. We emphasize that this is not what a systems builder would call a policy! It is an oracle, not a mechanism. Thus π chooses a sequence of actions a t , one for each time step t. We call that set of actions a (GC) schedule.
The evolution of the state variables that define the system is driven by the sequence of allocation and death requests issued by the program P. The initial state of the heap prior to any allocations is (0, 0, S), indicating that all space is free. At each time step t, the program requests the allocation of o t .s bytes of storage for the object o t : alloc(o t .s). As part of the same time step, it announces the death of all objects that died on time step t (i.e., since the previous allocation) by issuing the set of notifications {death(o t )|o t ∈ Ω and o t .d = t}. The controller C receives the alloc(o t .s) request and must fulfill the allocation by issuing an halloc(o t .s) request to the heap H. However, before forwarding the request to the heap, the controller selects an action a t ∈ A t by applying the policy function π() to the visible state vector V t .
To update the state of the heap, we first account for the objects announced as dead on time step t. We let δ t = {t |o t ∈ Ω and o t .d = t} be the set of time points whose objects were announced as dead. We then let σ t = ∑ t ∈δ t o t .s be the total number of bytes of all objects that were reported dead on time step t. If the state of the heap on time step t is (L t , D t , F t ), then after accounting for objects that were announced as dead, we have that the state of the heap is (L t − σ t , D t + σ t , F t ). Now we take into account the action selected by the controller. We first note that the set of legal actions A t is defined to be {collect, no-collect} if F t ≥o t .s and {collect} otherwise. This forces a collection at time step t if there is insufficient space to allocate the object o t . Once object o t has been allocated, the time step is incremented. If the action a t selected by the controller is collect, the state of the heap is further updated to reclaim the space allocated to all dead objects. The updated state of the heap becomes (L t − σ t , 0, F t + D t + σ t ). Following the allocation of object o t , the state of the heap is (L t − σ t + s t , 0, F t + D t + σ t − s t ). If the action a t selected by the controller is no-collect, the updated state of the heap following the allocation of object
The visible state consists of: t, A t = L t + D t , and F t . In summary, we thus have:
It is now plain that the evolution of the state of the heap depends only on the three sequences o t .s, σ t , and a t . Furthermore, we can see that the sequence of live size values L t is actually independent of a t . As a corollary of the heap size invariant, we obtain the result that the free space F t+1 obtained following a collection at time t is always equal to S − L t+1 since D t+1 = 0. Since the sequence of values L t is independent of a t , this means that the free space F t+1 following a collection at time t is independent of the sequence of prior actions. Finally, since D t+1 = 0 following a collection, we obtain the result that the full state of the heap (L t+1 , 0, S − L t+1 ) following a collection is independent of the sequence of actions before time t. This fact will play an important role in designing algorithms for determining optimal GC schedules for the NG case.
We can now define the Markov decision process for NG collection. Recall that an MDP is a tuple (S , A , C , T ). In the NG case, the set of states S consists of all tuples (t, L t , D t , F t ) that are accessible via valid sequences of actions. The actions are collect and no-collect. The transition operator is deterministic and is given by Equations 1-3. The cost of taking the action collect in the state (t, L t , D t , F t ) is simply L t since only live objects must be copied/processed during collection. On the other hand, the cost associated with not collecting is 0. Formally, we have:
We note that we assume a tracing collector in determining the cost of GC to be L t . A copying collector certainly incurs cost determined strongly by L t , and the same can be said about the mark phase of a mark-sweep collector. The cost of sweeping also conforms somewhat to this cost model: the cost of sweeping the live objects is determined by L t , and the cost of sweeping dead objects can be viewed at part of the cost related to allocating them in the first place. However, objects already on a free list will be swept repeatedly, making this cost model more approximate.
In practice we refine the model just presented to account for large objects that contain no pointers (loosely, large byte arrays; the "class" pointer in object-oriented languages here does not count as a pointer since most systems arrange for classes not to be moved or reclaimed). Collectors usually handle large byte arrays specially, allocating them with a block-based allocator and not moving or copying them. This avoids any significant collector work to process these objects. We can model this by splitting the size request o t .s into two portions, o t .s and o t .s , where o t .s is handled as before and o t .s is the no-collection-cost amount. (For a single allocation, one of these will be 0.) We likewise split L t , D t , and A t , tracking the two kinds of objects separately. The cost values are as in Equation 4, notably excluding L t . Since the extension is straightforward but notationally tedious, we omit the full model here.
Another refinement captures the fact that large objects that do contain pointers may be allocated with the block-base allocator and thus consume total space that is rounded up to an integer number of blocks, while the collector processing costs remain proportional to the inherent size of the object. This we handle by allowing both o t .s and o t .s to be non-zero with o t .s representing the padding to the end of a block.
Modeling Generational Collection
The Gen case requires several modifications to the previous model. First, the model for the heap is extended to include separate young and old sections with sizes S Y and S O . We require S O ≥ S Y so that the young space can be fully used. The set of actions that the controller can perform is augmented to allow collection of only the young section of the heap, or collection of the full heap. The action set is thus A = {young-collect, full-collect, no-collect}.
Note that allocations, except for very large objects, are into young space, with collections promoting certain young space objects to old space. An object larger than young space will be allocated directly to old space. We force objects to be considered for promotion in age order (oldest first). Therefore allocating a very large object requires young space to be empty, and thus may force a collection first. Also, young space is managed in terms of blocks-a group always consumes an integer number of blocks in young space. However, when (non-large) objects are promoted to old space, they are packed together. Our rationale is that this keeps GC decisions on block boundaries as considered from the point of view of the entire trace. The management of old space assumes it is configured as a contiguous sequence of blocks, while that need not be the case for the nursery. If we disallowed small objects from crossing block boundaries in old space, then we would have to specify the order in which objects are promoted, which over-specifies the problem. While obviously any detail can affect the exact numeric result in a particular case, we feel these choices are reasonable in order to obtain estimates of optimal GC cost in a practical amount of time.
The heap is modeled by the tuple (L Y
The dynamics of full collections work identically to the single-heap case. However, the dynamics of a young collection are more nuanced. When a young collection is performed, all live objects in the young section of the heap are copied to the old section of the heap. However, dead objects in the young generation that are pointed to by objects in the old generation appear still to be live during a young collection and are also copied to the old section of the heap. To support this reasoning accurately, the model of an object must be expanded to include a pre-birth time 5 o t .p:
where p is the pre-birth time, b is the birth time (t when time is measured in MDP steps), d is the death time, and s is the size of the object.
The initial conditions for the heap are
We need several auxiliary sequences to keep track of the objects that die at each time step. First we let
This set contains the indices of all objects that die at time t, and were born before the last young collection. This means these objects were promoted to the old space. Their total size is given by
This set contains the indices of all objects that die at time t, were born after the last young collection, but have a pre-birth time before the last young collection. These objects are pointed to by objects in the old space at the time they die, and thus contribute to the baggage in the young generation. Their total size is
This set contains the indices of all objects that die at time t, were born after the last young collection, and have a pre-birth time after the last young collection. These objects are correctly identified as being dead within the young space. Their total size is
, and T O t . We can now specify the full dynamics of generational collection:
5 Please pardon the forward reference; this concept is defined carefully in Section 4.1.
B t+1 ← 0 full/young-collect B t + σ B old-collect, and no-collect. The transition operator is deterministic and is given by Equations 5-13. The cost of taking the action old-collect is simply L Y t + L O t . The cost of taking the action young-collect is L Y t + B t . The cost of performing no collection is 0.
There are two refinements we make to this model, but whose details we omit here. First is the handling of large objects, both ones containing no pointers and ones with pointers, as previously described. The no-cost objects/space must be tracked as part of L Y , D Y , or B in the young space, but add nothing to the cost of collection, and must be tracked in L O and D O in old space. The other refinement is needed to handle objects larger than S Y . In that case we require that the young space be empty and there be adequate free space in the old space. This mandates a full collection if
The large object is then allocated directly into old space.
What makes Gen collection more complex than NG is the fact that the cost function is only partially first-order Markov. As in the NG case, the cost of a full collection is simply the total number of live bytes in the young and old spaces, and this number is independent of the past sequence of actions. The cost of no collection is 0, which is clearly also independent of the sequence of actions. However, the cost of a young collection is L Y t + B t , and the value of B t depends on the sequence of young collections that occurs from the last full collection up to time t, and the specifics of these collections can vary. The cost function as it relates to young collections thus has variable Markov order, which is a significantly more complex structure than the NG case.
Optimizing GC Schedules
In the previous section we provided detailed characterizations of NG and Gen collection as deterministic non-discounted Markov Decision Processes. The one element of these descriptions that was left unspecified is the policy function π() that maps states to actions. We begin this section by describing standard default policies for the NG and Gen cases. We then describe methods for optimizing GC schedules based on dynamic programming and reinforcement learning.
Default Policies
In the NG case, a simple default policy is obtained by allocating objects until the heap fills, and then collecting. Mathematically, this policy can be described as shown below:
In the generational case, a similar default policy can be constructed. This policy allocates objects to the young space until the young space fills, at which point only the young space is collected, if possible. If there is insufficient heap left in the old space to accommodate the possible promoted objects from the young space, then a full collection is performed instead. This policy is shown below:
Dynamic Programming
Given an MDP that describes NG collection (this includes a heap size), and a program trace, it is possible to find an exact minimum cost collection schedule for the program trace using dynamic programming [Bertsekas, 1995] . This is possible because the MDP for single heap collection is deterministic and first-order Markov. We give the dynamic program for computing the cost of the optimal schedule below. Recall that the cost of collecting at time point t is equal to L t , and there is no cost associated with not collecting. To facilitate the recursive description of the algorithm, we define the cost of collecting after the program ends to be 0.
Here, N is the total number of time steps. The terms κ t give the minimum total collection cost between time t and the end of the program, assuming that a collection occurred (or the program started) at time t − 1. To compute this cost, the dynamic program considers all collection points in the set f (t) ( f for "feasible"). The function f (t) includes all time points between t and the next time point at which a collection is forced. In terms of the MDP description of the process, f (t) is given by:
The total cost of the optimal schedule is obtained from the dynamic programming variables as κ 1 . The actual optimal sequence of actions can be recovered by determining the sequence of split points t , which correspond to the time points of the collections. This requires one backward pass through the dynamic programming table to compute.
Reinforcement Learning
The previous dynamic programming algorithm is possible because the MDP for the NG case is deterministic and firstorder Markov. As mentioned in the previous section, the MDP for the Gen case is significantly more complex due to the fact that the cost function is first-order Markov as it relates to full collections and no collections, but variable-order as it relates to young collections. While the process is certainly still deterministic, the presence of variable-order Markov structure requires the use of approximations when solving the MDP. In this work, we elect to approximate the variable-order cost function with a partially stochastic second-order cost function. Essentially, this approximation views the cost of performing a young collection at time t as a random variable that conditions on the current state and the state at the last collection. The variation due to different sequences of young collections is viewed as random variation in the value of the cost of a young collection at time t.
In terms of deriving an optimal schedule for a given program run, it suffices to define the state space of the MDP to be [1, N] × [1, N] where the state s = (t,t ) indicates that the last collection occurred at time t and the current time step is t. This effectively converts the second order MDP back to a first-order MDP with augmented state so that standard reinforcement learning (RL) [Sutton and Barto, 1998 ] techniques for first-order MDPs can be used to learn a policy.
With this approximation in hand, we can turn to the use of RL techniques to solve the MDP. In reinforcement learning, an agent in a given state s ∈ S selects an action a ∈ A s according to a policy π : S → A s , where A s ⊆ A denotes the actions that are available in state s. The agent chooses a new action according to its policy, and the process repeats until the system reaches a terminal state. The goal is to find an optimal policy π * that minimizes the total sum of costs that the agent incurs: c 0 + c 1 + · · · + c N . 6 An important concept in reinforcement learning is the state-action value function for a policy, which can be written in recursive form as shown below [Sutton and Barto, 1998 ]. This form of the state-action value function is known as the Bellman Equation. Recalling that T is the MDP's state transition function, we simplify notation by letting s = T (s, a).
Using matrix notation, the Bellman Equation becomes:
6 MDPs are usually given in the equivalent form where we wish to maximize the rewards that the agent receives. We present the cost minimization form in order to simplify the connection between MDPs and GC cost minimization.
where Q π and C are vectors of size |S ||A |. Π π is a matrix of size (|S ||A | × |S ||A |) where Π π ((s , a ), (s, a)) is 1 if s = T (s, a) and a = π(s ) and is 0 otherwise. Policy Iteration (PI) [Howard, 1960] is an algorithm that generates a series of monotonically improving policies π 0 , π 1 , · · · . Once π m = π m+1 , the algorithm has converged to an optimal policy, so π m = π * . PI uses two alternating steps: In the policy evaluation step, the state-action value function Q π m is calculated. Then, in the policy improvement step, the next policy is defined greedily in terms of the previous stateaction value function:
In practice, for large factored state spaces, PI breaks down and it is preferable to use some form of function approximation [Sutton et al., 1999] . Least-Squares Policy Iteration (LSPI) modifies the PI procedure to use linear function approximation [Lagoudakis and Parr, 2003] . In this case, we are given a set of fixed basis functions φ 1 (s, a), φ 2 (s, a), · · · , φ N (s, a) and approximate Q π as a linear combination of these functions:
Here, θ is a vector of size N known as the weight vector. When we use this approximation, the goal of the policy evaluation step becomes calculating θ π . To achieve this, LSPI uses a modified form of the Bellman Equation that includes an orthogonal projection onto the space spanned by the basis functions. The policy update is obtained as follows:
A and B can be calculated from a set of samples of states, actions, and resulting costs and next states from the MDP. Given one such set, in no particular order, ((s 1 , a 1 , c 1 , s 1 
Finally, the policy improvement step defines each policy greedily in terms of the previous state-action value function, as before: π m+1 (s) = arg min a∈A s φ (s, a) T θ π m .
To apply LSPI to GC, we first need to select a set of basis functions. We consider each triple consisting of the current time step, the time step where the last collection occurred, and action at the current time step. Given that there are n distinct triples, we give each one a unique index in [1, n]. Our basis functions are the n-element vectors where one element is 1 and the rest are 0. (This is called a "one-hot" encoding of the triples.) Clearly the space of possible triples is very large, but the occurring triples are sparse in that space, giving an encoding that is O(N) in practice rather than O(N 2 ).
Next, we generate a collection of samples from the MDP. For every possible triple of time steps t and t and actions a, we run the default policy until we reach time step t , at which point we perform a nursery collection. We then perform no collections until time step t, where we perform action a. We record these two time steps, as well as the cost incurred and the next state reached after taking action a. Some triples may not be feasible if t and t are too far apart, in which case the triple is simply not recorded. Once we have this information, we run LSPI and compute an optimal schedule under these approximations. The time complexity of LSPI is approximately O(N 3 ) per iteration due to the need to solve the matrix equation θ = A −1 B on each iteration.
Traces, Blocks, and Cohorts
As described by Moss [2011, 2013] , Elephant Tracks (ET) traces consist of a sequence of event records, each recording an event associated with control (method calls, returns, etc.) or with memory management (object allocation, pointer updates, object death). Like its intellectual predecessor Merlin [Hertz et al., 2006] , ET computes precise death times for each object. Here we are interested in the subsequence of records pertaining to memory management, and these are entirely precise, lacking only a very small number of events that occur before ET can start or due to small deficiencies in the particular Java virtual machine's reporting of corner cases.
An object allocation record gives the object a unique ID (essentially a sequence number) and indicates its class and size, and for arrays, its number of elements. For our purposes we develop object sizes using a uniform model of Java objects for a 64-bit platform. Specifically, scalar (non-array) objects have a two-word header (one word = 8 bytes) plus their fields, packed as tightly as possibly while obeying alignment constraints, rounded up to a multiple of 8 bytes. Each Java primitive type is aligned to a boundary equal to its size (char and short to 2 bytes, int and float to 4 bytes, long and double to 8 bytes). Arrays consist of a three-word header and their elements, also rounded up to a multiple of 8 bytes.
We aggregate object allocations into 256KB blocks. We start a new block when the next allocation would result in the current block being larger that the block size. Thus, objects whose size is 256KB or more are allocated into (one or more) blocks by themselves. We consider such large objects to consume the whole sequence of blocks, i.e., their effective size is their original size rounded up to a multiple of 256KB. We distinguish large objects that contain pointers (in Java object arrays of objects can have this property) from those that don't, as previously mentioned. Allocation into the young generation is in terms of whole blocks, so if a particular block is less than 256KB long, there is some fragmentation waste at the end. We assume that old space is organized not to do this. Performing allocation in terms of blocks restricts possible GC points to block boundaries, significantly reducing computational cost in our optimization algorithms. We feel this is reasonable since any actual policy cannot perform a complex policy computation at each object allocation. Computing the policy after every block is more realistic.
ET object death records indicate the object that died, giving its ID. From the allocation and death records we can determine the volume of allocation in each block and the volume of live objects as of the beginning of the next block. This information is sufficient for computing our NG GC results.
For Gen GC we need also information about how objects refer to each other. ET's pointer update records enable us to model that, since they indicate the referring object, the target object, and the slot of the referring object that is being updated.
Generational GC Computation
There are three aspects of our approach to computing the cost of Gen GC that we now treat in detail. The first concerns a method to precompute information related to the object graph so as to simplify computation of the cost of Gen GC. In particular we introduce what we call the pre-birth time of an object. An object's pre-birth time, along with its birth and death time, determines when that object will be promoted by a young GC, without needing to build or traverse the object graph. The second aspect is the notion of cohorts of objects that will have the same behavior under Gen GC, and how to compute those cohorts. Cohorts group objects according to blocks and thus also reduce the cost of computing GC costs in both space and time. The final aspect is the details of how we model the young and old generations, the cost of young and full GCs, and when specific steps are allowed in a schedule.
Pre-birth Times
Given the object birth and death time information available from our traces, it is simple to compute the set of live objects at a full GC. Starting from sorted birth and death records, one can process a trace in order and track the live size at all time steps with constant work per trace record. As will be seen, our cost model for full GC is based on the volume of live objects, so it is therefore cheap to compute the cost of full GC at any time step.
Unfortunately, the situation is not so straightforward with young GCs. Of course a live object in young space will be promoted to old space, and a live object in old space will be retained. However, dead objects in old space will also be retained, and if they refer to dead objects in young space, those objects will also be promoted. We use the term baggage for such promoted dead objects, and they increase the cost of a young GC. They also take up room in the old space, possibly forcing a full GC sooner than would otherwise be necessary.
Consider an object x with birth time x.b and death time x.d. Our unit of time is the number of objects allocated so far, so x.b is the number of the objects allocated before x, and x.d the number of objects allocated before x dies. Necessarily, x.d > x.b. Note: it will be helpful to consider the birth as occurring infinitesimally after x.b, i.e., at x.b + , and the death as occurring infinitesimally before x.d, i.e., at x.d − . This will clarify how a GC that occurs at time t affects any given object.
Given a dead object x, consider all objects that died at or before x.d, and in particular consider their pointers one to another. We observe that this part of the object graph will never change after x's death (the mutator cannot access dead objects and so cannot change them). Now consider the subset of these dead objects from which there are paths to x. We call these predecessors of x in the dead object graph. Let o be the predecessor of x whose birth time is earliest.
Claim: A young collection after x.d will promote x if and only if there is a collection (young or full) after o.b and before x.b, and no collection between x.b and x.d. Argument: First suppose there is no collection between o.b and x.d. Then collection after x.d will reclaim, not promote, x and all its predecessors in the dead object graph. To see this we note that if y is dead and refers to x, then x.d ≥ y.d, since if y.d > x.d, the lifetime of x would be extended. In other words, object x cannot die before another object y that refers to x at the time y dies. This property hold recursively. Thus all unreclaimed predecessors of x in the object graph were born at or after o.b and died at or before x.d. They must all lie in young space and will be reclaimed by any collection that occurs after x.d. Now we tackle the converse. Suppose there is a collection between o.b and x.b and no collection while x is live. We argue that there is some object y in old space that, via a chain of one or more references, refers to x and forces x to be promoted if there a young collection after x.d. Consider a chain of objects o = o 0 , o 1 , ..., o n , o n+1 = x where each of these objects refers to the next in the dead object graph. Since o i refers to o i+1 (for i = 0, ...n), o i and o i+1 have overlapping lifetimes (the mutator made o i refer to o i+1 ; they were both live at that moment). Therefore the chain of objects together spans lifetimes covering the range o.b through x.d. Therefore, for any time t such that o.b ≤ t ≤ x.b, at least one object in the chain will be live at time t and be promoted. This applies specifically to the latest such t . Note that our argument depends on restricting collection to occur in age order. That is, if x.b < y.b then y cannot be collected before x. Most collectors work this way because of faith in the generational hypothesis [Hayes, 1991] , though collecting in this order is not a logical necessity.
A minor part of the converse is that collection between x.b and x.d will promote x, but this is obvious since x is live in that interval.
In our argument using the dead object graph, we considered the oldest dead object o from which the target object x is reachable. We call o.b the pre-birth time of x, written x.p. The end result of this argument is that if the previous collection occurred after x.p, then young collection with x in young space will cause x to be promoted, whether or not x is live. The point is that a precomputation over the dead object graph can provide the additional per-object datum, x.p, sufficient for calculating young object promotions. We do not need to build the object graph and traverse it, simulating GC directly; we can just look at x.p, x.b, and x.d to determine what will happen to x in any sequence of collections.
Furthermore, sets of objects can be sorted in terms of these times to make simulation of the effects of collection very efficient. Here is how such an efficient per-object simulation can proceed. We keep track of the time c when the most recent collection occurred. When a new object x is allocated, if x.p < c then we add x to a baggage set, which is sorted by death time. If not, we add it to a non-baggage set, also sorted by death time. When a young collection occurs at time t, the baggage set objects are promoted, as well as nonbaggage set objects whose death time is greater than t. The old space object set is also maintained in death time order. A full GC discards objects in all three sets (young baggage, young non-baggage, and old) whose death time is no more than t and puts the remaining objects in the old space set. Each object is handled at most three times (allocation, promotion, death), with each operation's cost logarithmic in the number of objects that can fit in the heap, i.e., logarithmic in heap size. This gives a total simulation cost of O(n log H) where n is the number of objects and H is the heap size. Simulating actual GC directly requires building and traversing object graphs with worst case cost O(n · H). So, for repeated simulations our precomputation can save a lot.
Here is how to compute pre-birth times efficiently. When processing an ET trace, maintain a model of the objects allocated in the heap. Associate with each object its prebirth, birth, and death times. When processing an allocation event record, we allocate the new object in the model of the heap, assign its birth time according to the bytes allocated so far, and set its initial pre-birth time to its birth time. When processing a pointer update event, we update the heap model to reflect the pointer update. When processing a death record, we propagate the pre-birth time of the dying object to all objects to which the dying object refers. By "propagate" we mean to set the target object's pre-birth time to the minimum of its current pre-birth time and the pre-birth time being propagated, and if that reduces the target object's pre-birth time, propagate recursively to the objects to which the target refers. Since a number of objects may die at the same time, it is necessary to do all these propagations before removing any of the dying objects from the heap, since another object's death might cause pre-birth values to propagate through an object dying at the same time. Once all the deaths at a given time have been processed, the newly dead objects have stable pre-birth times, and their three times (pre-birth, birth, and death) can be recorded and the objects removed from the heap model. This will result in a trace of object information in death order. This trace will need to be sorted into birth order to be suitable for that heap simulation previously described.
Block-based Collection: Cohorts
As already revealed, a cohort is a group of objects that will behave the same under Gen GC. However, we need to unpack what we mean by "behave the same". We now describe how our Gen GC scheme works. Understanding Gen GC is necessary to understanding cohorts and how we compute them.
Our plan is to restrict collection to occur only at block boundaries. A primary motivation is that this will reduce dramatically the computation necessary to determine optimal costs, by reducing the problem size. For example, we have typically used a block size of 256KB. If the average object size is 50 bytes, this reduces the size of our optimization problem by a factor of about 5000. Furthermore, as we argue more carefully later, the optimization problem is not one that is easily decomposed into fully parallel subproblems, so we cannot simply throw 5000 times as many compute nodes at the problem-problem size determines the time required. Also, that time is not simply linear in the problem size. For example, the exact dynamic programming solution for the NG case has quadratic cost, and it is clear that the Gen case can only be worse. We can expect the cost to be O(B −k ) in term of block size B, where k ≥ 2. A similar factor applies to the space needed by the dynamic programming computation.
If collection occurs only at block boundaries, we can group together objects according to blocks. In particular, we use the term group to refer to the set of objects allocated in a particular block (or a single object that consumes all of one or more blocks). We can map object pre-birth, birth, and death times to the group within whose allocation times those object times fall. We call these the pre-birth, birth, and death groups of the object. A cohort is a set of objects that share the same pre-birth, birth, and death groups. Given our previous result on pre-birth times, and the restriction that collection occur only on block boundaries, we can compute collection costs from a small number of facts about each cohort, greatly speeding simulation. In our argument concerning pre-birth times we explained how GC behavior could be simulated handling each object at most three times. This same strategy applies to cohorts, giving algorithms that handle each cohort only three times.
It is clear that restricting collection to occur only at block boundaries does not necessarily find the very lowest cost GC schedules. While we do not do so here, we believe that it is possible to develop bounds on the gap between optimal collection without restriction and with the block boundary restriction. For example, for NG GC, the error is less than one block per collection, and can be tightened further by considering the minimum live size within each block. It is rather more complex for Gen GC, so we leave detailed investigation to future work. Suffice it to say that it appears that getting an exact result in the unrestricted case appears infeasible for traces large enough to be interesting.
While collecting only at block boundaries is pragmatic, it is also realistic in that many collectors work on a block basis. A thread acquires one block at a time from a global pool, and then allocates sequentially (so-called "bump pointer" allocation) within the block. Making collection decisions at block boundaries is thus natural, though admittedly not all collectors work this way.
In sum, our precomputed pre-birth times allow us to reduce GC simulation cost from an O(H) factor to O(log H), where H is the heap size, and the block boundary restriction reduces costs by a factor of about (B/s) 2 , where B is the block size and s is the average object size.
Summary of Approximations
At this point it may be helpful to review the approximations and idealizations involved in our approach to determining optimal GC costs.
• We use bytes traced/copied as a proxy for actual GC cost.
It is generally held by GC researchers that costs are largely proportional bytes copied, but sometimes other effects can be significant, which may include stopping threads and scanning their stacks, cache and TLB misses and page faults, etc. These effects would be very difficult to capture in an analytical model such as what we develop here.
• We allow collection only at block boundaries. This was discussed in more detail just above.
• For Gen GC our MDP is not exact in that it does not consider all possible schedules of young collections since the most recent full collection. This approximation appears necessary in order to make the optimization computations tractable. Put another way, we have approximated a deterministic variable-order MDP by a stochastic fixed-order MDP.
• We observe that our particular basis functions used in framing Gen GC optimization as an LSPI problem are not an approximation-they exactly render the MDP in a linear form. However, alternative basis functions could introduce an additional approximation.
Experiments
We now describe the experimental methodology we use to assess the proposed GC schedule optimization methods. We begin by describing the general experimental protocols and then summarize the set of program traces that we used in our evaluation.
Experimental Protocols
The primary question of interest in this work is how much better can the optimized GC collection schedules produced by the dynamic program and LSPI methods be, compared to schedules produced by the corresponding default policies? To answer this question, we evaluate each method on a benchmark suite consisting of multiple programs. Each program can be run with a variety of input files, producing a collection of program traces. The program traces we use are described below.
In the NG case, a particular program trace combined with a choice of heap size defines a unique deterministic MDP that we solve using the proposed dynamic programming algorithm. We evaluate the performance of methods for each trace using a range of heap sizes from the maximum live size of the trace to 5 times the maximum live size. The DP gives the absolute minimum cost achievable for each trace and heap size combination.
In the Gen case, each combination of a particular program trace combined with a choice of old and young heap sizes defines a unique variable-order MDP that we solve approximately using the proposed LSPI algorithm. We evaluate the performance of methods for each trace using a range of old heap sizes from the maximum live size of the trace to 5 times the maximum live size. We evaluate a number of absolute sizes for the young heap including 1MB, 2MB, 4MB, 8MB, and 16MB.
We compute results for single traces in terms of the mark/cons ratio of the default and optimized schedules over the full range of heap values. When reporting results over multiple traces or heap sizes, we aggregate the percent decrease in GC cost achieved by the optimized schedule compared to the corresponding default schedule.
Traces Used
We created traces using mostly programs from the DaCapo benchmark suite (version 9.12) [Blackburn et al., , 2008 . For a number of these programs we developed additional inputs, namely avrora, fop, jython, luindex, lusearch, and pmd. We had difficulty getting some programs to run on our trace generation framework (Elephant Tracks [Ricci et al., 2011 [Ricci et al., , 2013 ) or with some "sizes" (inputs), particularly tradesoap and larger "sizes" of tomcat and tradebeans, so these traces were left out of the evaluation.
We added an additional benchmark, javac, which runs the HotSpot Java compiler. We wanted to synthesize behavior similar to a long-running server program, so we presented the compiler with a substantial number of Java source files to compile and forced it to compile them separately rather than together. We further manipulated things so that the compiler would release cached soft references between compilations, making it reload-as a server would have to do. We achieved our goal of a highly cyclic pattern of live sizes, growing during each compilation then dropping back to a baseline in between. We believe this server-like benchmark is an interesting case for which to find optimal GC policies. We ran the benchmarks using the IBM Java 6 Java virtual machine.
From the ET traces we extracted object allocation, mutation, and death events, which we consolidated into 256KB groups. We computed pre-birth times and cohorts. The cohorts were then used with the dynamic program to find absolutely optimal NG collection schedules and with LSPI to find approximately optimal ones for the Gen case. As previously mentioned, we used whole heap / old generation sizes from 1.0 to 5.0 times the maximum live size (rounded up to a whole block), with about 100 points in between to develop fairly smooth curves.
Since our collector requires the old space size to be at least as large as the young space size, if a program run has maximum live size that is particularly small, then we cannot produce results for our chosen range of young generation and old generation sizes. This causes several programs not to be included in our analysis, notably batik.
Our GC cost measure is the number of bytes marked / copied (not counting large non-pointer objects). As mentioned before, we generally report the "mark/cons" ratio, i.e., bytes marked/copied divided by bytes allocated. Table 1 offers some summary information about each of the traces we used. Since a given program usually has a number of different inputs resulting in a number of different traces, we report sizes by giving the range of values.
Results
We now report the results of the experiments described in the previous section. We begin by illustrating optimized and default schedules in the Gen case for a single combination of program trace, young heap size, and old heap size. The results shown in Figure 1 are based on a single trace for javac. The young generation size was 8MB, and the old generation size was 3.25 times the maximum live size (approximately 39MB). Both panels show the live size curve for the trace. The markers in the top panel correspond to the collection locations for the schedule optimized using LSPI. The bottom panel shows the schedule obtained using the default policy. The solid markers indicate full collections while the hollow markers indicate young collections. The vertical axis has been trimmed to focus on the behavior of the program after the brief start-up phase. The horizontal axis is in terms of 256KB blocks of allocation.
In this case, the optimized schedule performs 77 young collections while the default schedule performs 56 young collections. We can also see that the optimized schedule performs only two full collections while the default schedule performs four. The optimized schedule achieves a 37% reduction in GC cost in this example. The reduction in cost of the optimized schedule is due to a combination of performing the young collections at locations with lower live size, and adjusting the number and location of young collections to avoid performing more costly full collections. In general, the schedules optimized by both LSPI and the dynamic programming algorithm achieve the largest gains by reducing the number of full collections.
To give a broader sense of the performance of the methods, Figure 2 shows the cost of the default and optimized schedules as a function of the full/old heap size. The same program and trace were used as in Figure 1 . Figure 2(a) shows the default policy cost and the cost of the optimal schedule as found by dynamic programming in the NG case. Figures 2(b) and 2(c) show the default Gen cost and the cost of the schedule obtained using LSPI for two settings of the young heap size (4MB and 8MB). The most evident trend is that the total cost of all schedules decreases as the full/old heap size increases. This is due to the fact that a larger heap requires less collection. We can also see that the gap between the default schedule and the optimized schedule in the NG case tends to be quite small for this program trace over all heap sizes. In the Gen case, we can see that the gap widens as the size of the young heap increases, and we observed this trend across all traces. Figure 3 summarizes the distribution of percent decrease in GC cost of optimized schedules compared to the corresponding default schedules in the NG (Figure 3(a) ) and Gen (Figure 3(b-c) ) cases. The results are broken out by program, but aggregated over all full/old heap sizes and all inputs to The NG results show that the median decrease in cost is modest for most programs (in the range of 5% reaching toward 10%), but that in some cases the savings can be much larger (20% median decrease in cost for luindex, fop, and pmd, with maximum decrease in cost about 75% for fop). We can also see that the median decrease in cost is sometimes larger and sometimes smaller in the Gen case, and that the median decrease in cost is larger when the young heap size is larger. We can also see an example of one program (tomcat), where the median percent decrease in cost obtained by the optimized schedule is in excess of 40%. Figure 4 explores these trends further. Figure 4 (a) shows the geometric mean of the percent decrease in cost over all program traces as a function of the full/old heap size. Results are included for the NG case and for the Gen case with two different young sizes. We can see that in the NG case we obtain larger average decreases in cost at larger heap sizes. This is sensible since the dynamic program has more room to optimize the schedule when the heap size is larger. We can also see a larger average decrease in cost when the young heap size is larger. However, for a fixed young heap size, the cost decrease profile does not increase much for heap sizes larger than 2 to 3 times the maximum live size. (The absolute improvements will tend to be larger for small heap sizes, of course; recall that these plots are of relative improvements.) Finally, Figure 4 (b) performs a similar aggregation over all program traces, but shows the average results as a function of the young heap size for several values of the old heap size. The general trend is that performance gain increases as both the young heap and old heap sizes increase.
Smaller Block Sizes
Intuitively, one would think that using smaller block sizes would result in better performance-after all, smaller blocks means there are more points at which collection may occur. However, there is an opposing effect: there will be more fragmentation (space lost at the ends of blocks in the young space, and in old space in the case of objects larger than one block). Figure 5a shows a two-dimensional histogram of the reduction in cost. For each trace, old space size, and young space size, we plot a point corresponding to the optimizer improvement for block size 256KB (y axis) and 64KB (x axis) and accumulate a histogram, displayed here using colors, where darker colors indicate more points in a bin. We see that most points cluster along the x = y diagonal. Notice that the color scale is logarithmic, so the visual spread of fainter colors represents a relatively small number of cases. (When plotted on a linear scale they nearly disappear.) There is no systematic improvement with a smaller block size. This suggests that, across a range of heap sizes, etc., the block size 256KB results are representative of what this optimization approach achieves for any (reasonable) block size. Qualitative examination of detailed plots for each trace and combination of heap sizes bears this out. The biggest differences seem to occur on short traces, where small changes tend to have larger impacts.
Cost of the Optimizer
How important was our choice to use blocks as opposed to allowing collection before any allocation? Figure 5b shows the time required to run our optimization procedure versus the length of the trace in blocks. This includes results for all blocks sizes (4KB, 16KB, 64KB, and 256KB) as well as all young space sizes (1MB, 2MB, 4MB, 8MB, and 16MB). Notice that the scales are both logarithmic. The figure also shows the best line fit, separately for each young space size, but stopping at 10 4 blocks since larger runs sometimes timed out, and would skew the plot if we extended the line fit. The lines are a good match to the equation y = cx 2.2 , where c varies by young space size. In fact, c varies almost exactly proportionally to young space size. We speculate that this is because larger young spaces allow more choices of where to "place" young collections in a schedule. Individual points in the scatter plot are colored to correspond with the trend lines, and they show qualitatively the same increase in computation time for larger nurseries. In any case, these data show that using blocks was critical to making the optimization task feasible.
Realizing the Benefits
All a lower bound limit study can do is indicate where it is impossible to do better. Where it shows a gap, it may be possible to do better, but a limit study does not indicate how to get closer to the limit. It is still of value by itself because it indicates where further efforts at performance improvement might be possible, even worthwhile, and where they are not. It may also provide insight to help tackle the problem in new ways. All that said, we do have some ideas about how to create program-specific GC policies (in the broader sense of policy) that might approach the limits we have shown here.
The Elephant Tracks traces we collect contain much richer information than is needed for determining object pre-birth, birth, and death times. In particular, they include events for method calls and returns, and exceptions thrown and caught. Also, allocation events include the code location in the program (allocation site) and allocated class, etc. We have developed feature vectors for each 256KB block of allocation where a given feature indicates how many calls there were to a given method m during that window of allocation, etc. A typical program has around 30,000 features of this kind that are non-zero in one or more blocks. These long feature vectors, one for each block of allocation, appear to be a rich source of information for applying machine learning methods to induce a program-specific GC triggering function. Indeed, we can sometimes obtain interesting improvements when inducing a policy and applying it back to the same situation (same trace, same heap sizes(s)). The challenge is to induce a suitably general policy-one that works across many heap sizes and across many different inputs to the same program. We observe that trace information is entirely independent of heap size(s). Thus the rich feature set we have is not enough: there need also to be features relating to the current allocation and collection situation (how much space remains, etc.). Bolstered by the limit study results reported here, we remain hopeful of realizing a good portion of the benefit that appears possible.
Conclusions
We believe this is the first work to determine provably optimal GC costs (in terms of bytes marked/copied) for runs of real programs. We accomplished this in a specific, but realistic, block-oriented non-generational collector design. A second contribution is the introduction of pre-birth time, which allows an up-front analysis of the object graph, allocation, and death times to enable rapid determination of when dead young space objects will be promoted. Further, it enables, in a block-oriented scheme, the grouping of many objects together into cohorts that will always act the same in collectors that collect in age order (older objects no later than younger ones). Together, cohorts and blocks greatly speed determination of the number of bytes traced/copied for a given GC schedule. A third contribution is the modeling of GC as a Markov Decision Process, which clarifies why it is feasible to compute optimal GC schedules in the NG case (using dynamic programming), and why this is much more difficult in the Gen case. Finally, we introduce the application of Least Squares Policy Iteration to achieve optimized (but not necessarily optimal) schedules in the Gen GC case. Our empirical results show that there is room for program-specific GC policies to reduce GC cost consistently. Program-specific GC policies appear worthwhile for some programs, while for others the impact on the total performance of an application may not be worth the effort. While we do not offer detailed results here, we observed that optimized performance varied more smoothly with heap size than did performance with a default policy. This smoother trade-off of space versus time may be important for some kinds of systems.
Future directions include using machine learning methods to develop program-specific GC policies based on limited, focused instrumentation of a given program, and on methods to determine whether our LSPI approximation of optimal generational collection costs can be improved (or to bound what further improvement is even possible, e.g., by determining tight lower bounds on optimal collection cost). More broadly, the MDP modeling approach and approximate optimization techniques might be used to offer program-specific improvements related to other virtual machine services, such as just-in-time compilers.
